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KUPL (FM) 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS THAT ADDRESS COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 
   KUPL (FM) “PUBLIC AFFAIRS SHOW”:  

This locally produced program originates with interviews exploring 
general topics on a local and state level:  from education and youth issues, 
to crime and political measures affecting our local community. 
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        FOURTH QUARTER, 2020 
(October 1st – December 31st) 

 
 

MOST SIGNIFICANT ISSUES - RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING 
 
 
ISSUE:  WILDFIRE / RAIN 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 4th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am  
5:23 minutes of a 30 minute show 
 

Guest: Scott Owen / Spokesperson Lionshead Fire. KXL’s Brett Reckamp hears from Scott about how 
this weekend’s rains could be the beginning of the end for our state’s historic wildfires.  He says they 
expect the rain to produce heavy smoke that can be seen for miles.  The forecast for the hundreds of 
thousands of acres to finally be put out is sometime in late October or early November, but this weekend 
is the first significant step.  

 
 
ISSUE: WILDFIRE / HOMES 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 4th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
3:31 minutes of a 30 minute show  

 
Guest: Shelly Yurks / Core Logic. KXL’s Annette Newell hears from Shelly about all the houses and 
structures that were in the path of the wildfires in Oregon.  Shelly says there has been possible permanent 
damage to their value.  Shelly says they have thousands of homes and businesses that have burned.  In our 
nearby counties - Washington County has the highest reconstruction value - $50 billion dollars - 
Clackamas County has $40 billion dollars.  The Riverside, Beachie Creek and Lionshead Fire have done 
damage that is hard to put numbers on. 
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ISSUE: COVID / ANTIBODIES 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 4th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
4:28 minutes of a 30 minute show 

 
 
Guest: Kara Lewis / Public Relations Bloodworks NW. KXL’s Brett Reckamp hears about the October 
program from Kara.  Every time someone gives regular, whole blood - they are checking for COVID-19 
antibodies.  If that person comes up positive - they’ll receive a confidential letter.  That person is then 
encouraged to give convalescent plasma.  That can be used to possibly save lives of positive patients. 
Kara says it’s a unique way of providing life saving blood and plasma. 

 
 
ISSUE:   POLITICS 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 4th, 2020  
5am to 5:30am 
6:20 minutes of a 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Washington Governor Jay Inslee & his opponent Lauren Culp. In their only debate, the two 
candidates square off on the issues affecting the state of Washington.  This section is about Boeing.  The 
airline giant has decided to move out of state.  They are taking part of their production crew from Everett 
all the way over to Charleston, South Carolina.  The two talk about whether mistakes were made by not 
providing enough tax incentives to get Boeing to stay. 
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ISSUE:  NOBLE - POLICE TRAINING 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 4th, 2020  
5am to 5:30am 
3:22 minutes of a 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Multnomah County Sheriff’s Captain Derek Peterson. KXL’s Jacob Dean talks with the Captain 
about the training they are doing with NOBLE - a group that has been put together to help police 
departments deal with racism and the public trust.  The West Linn Police Dept got sued and paid out a 
healthy sum for a case of systemic racism with a certain officer, their chief and other officers in the force. 
Cpt. Peterson says these types of things are critical in this age where racism and social injustices are at the 
forefront - especially with law enforcement. 

 
 
ISSUE:  SPORTS 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 4th, 2020  
5am to 5:30am  
5:11 minutes of a 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Bryce Wells / Lars Larson Producer, Host Tuddy Talk Podcast. KXL’s Brett Reckamp talks with 
fellow fantasy football geek Bryce about how the pandemic is affecting the leagues.  It took until week 4, 
but now players are coming up positive and games are having to be postponed.  If another team has an 
outbreak - it could get crazy. 
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ISSUE: WALK ALONG / LOCAL 

 
KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 11th, 2020  
5am to 5:30am 
28:15 minutes of a 30 minute show  

 
Guest: Dr. Brian Will, Carlene Will - Co-Owners Will Vision and Laser Centers. KXL’s Brett Reckamp 
airs a special walk and talk through the Will Vision Center in Vancouver, WA.  Dr. Will is an expert in 
Wavefront Guided Bladeless Lasik surgery and technology.  He helped pioneer the technique and has 
treated thousands of people.  Carlene runs the office at Will Vision and helps move Brett through the 
office, stopping to explain everything they do and how they do it.  Dr. Will gets into the technical aspects 
of eye surgery.  The equipment they use is world class - the same process the U.S. Air Force and NASA 
uses.  It is at least 25X better than glasses and they are able to treat more people these days - even those 
with eyes that have gotten pretty old.  Brett later got successful lasik surgery. 

 

ISSUE:  LOCAL / OREGON MEASURE 108 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 18th, 2020  
5am to 5:30am 
3:22 minutes of a 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Ruth Atkins, is with the company' Portland, Multonomah, and Clackamas division - Kaiser 
Permanente.  Portland church leader Gary Russell opposes Measure 108. KXL’s Annette Newell gets all 
sides of the ballot initiative 108.  If voters pass it,  Measure 108 would increase taxes on tobacco and 
nicotine vaping products.  She says  those pumping millions of dollars into the campaign for Oregon 
Measure 108 include top healthcare companies, Providence, Legacy, PeaceHealth, the Oregon 
Association of Hospitals, and Kaiser Permanente. 
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ISSUE:  LOCAL / OREGON MEASURE 26-218  
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 18th, 2020  
5am to 5:30am 
2:43 minutes of a 30 minute show 

 
Guest: John Issacs is the vice president of government affairs for the Portland Business Alliance. KXL’s 
Jim Ferretti reports the measure would authorize the Metro Council to impose a payroll tax up to 
0.75-percent on companies with more than 25 employees.  The tax would start in 2022 and raise an 
estimated 250-MILLION dollars the first year for projects.  
 
 
 
ISSUE:  LOCAL / OREGON 2ND CONGRESSIONAL RACE 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 18th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
2:48 minutes of a 30 minute show 

 
Guest: The Major Party Candidates are Republican  former Oregon Senator Cliff Bentz and Democrat 
Alex Spencer. KXL’s Jon Eric Smith hears from both candidates about why they think they’re the right 
candidate for this job - to replace longtime OR Congressman Greg Walden in the state’s largest district. 
Spencer's message is centered around creating unity in an increasingly segmented political system. 
CLIFF Bentz has been touting his reputation as a law maker working in Salem for the last 12 years. 

 
 
ISSUE:  LOCAL / OREGON 4TH CONGRESSIONAL RACE 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 18th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
3:11 minutes of a 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Congressman Peter Defasio, Challenger Alex Skarlatos. KXL’s Grant McHill covers this race with 
incumbent Peter Defasio who has held the office for 34 years.  His opponent is a 28-year-old republican 
political novice...who helped stop a terrorist attack on a train and then was in a Clint Eastwood movie 
about it - Alex Skarlatos.  They each believe they're the man for the job. Congressman DeFazio says he's 
EARNED another term by creating jobs, taking on Wall Street and fighting for the constituents.  But, 
Skarlatos says the district needs a change and feels the district is worse off. 
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ISSUE:   LOCAL / RACE FOR BEAVERTON MAYOR 

 
KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 18th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
7:50 minutes of a 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Beaverton Mayor Denny Doyle. The City of Beaverton in May put it out to voters who agreed to 
change the city government from a strong mayor to one with a city council of 7 and a city manager. 
Therefore, the new mayor will have a slightly different role and not as much executive power.  First 
KXL’s Jim Ferretti visits with Mayor Doyle.  He has been mayor for 12 years and spent 14 years on the 
city council before that.  Doyle believes he has the experience and knowledge it takes to solve the city’s 
problems and move forward.  

 

ISSUE:   LOCAL / RACE FOR BEAVERTON MAYOR 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 18th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
7:53minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Lacey Beaty / Beaverton City Council Member & Candidate for Mayor. KXL’s Brett Reckamp 
hears from Lacey about her time in office and her plans for the city if she were to get elected.  Beaty is 
younger and says hungrier and has the fresh ideas Beaverton needs.  

 

ISSUE:   LOCAL / RACE FOR GRESHAM MAYOR 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 25th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
3:13 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Joe Deemers, Travis Stoller, Eddie Moralis. KXL’s Rosemary Reynolds goes in-depth with the 3 
main candidates for Mayor in Gresham.  Deemers is a self-titled blue collar guy and family man who is 
interested in educating children during COVID-19; Travis Stoller is a businessman and activist, he wants 
Gresham families to have equitable opportunities; Eddie Moralis is on Gresham City Council, He says the 
city should be reaching people one on one and wants the city to operate within its means. 
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ISSUE:   LOCAL / RACE FOR PORTLAND MAYOR 
  

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 25th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
3:28 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Portland Mayor Ted Wheeler, Candidate Sarah Iannarone. KXL’s Veronica Carter gets sound from 
both candidates.  The two have a lot to disagree about - the riots and demonstrations, the city’s response 
to COVID-19 and police.  Wheeler wants to keep control of the PPB in the Mayor’s hands and not 
decrease their budget.  Iannarone’s key issues are homelessness and says she is not anti-fascist as some 
are labeling her.  
 
 
ISSUE:  LOCAL / RACE FOR OREGON SECRETARY OF STATE 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 25th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
3:11 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: OR State Senators Shamia Fagan, Kim Thatcher. KXL’s Mike Turner digs into this race.  Thatcher 
touts her public sector experience, Fagas says her experience with homelessness as a small child shapes 
her political views.  The two talk about campaign contribution limits and campaign finance.  The election 
and 2020 security is their biggest issue. 

 
 
ISSUE:   LOCAL / RACE FOR WASHINGTON GOVERNOR 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 25th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
3:03 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Washington Governor Jay Inslee, Challenger Loren Culp. KXL’s Jacob Dean has this big race. 
Inslee says he has the experience to do the job.  Culp says he is a veteran and peace officer and thinks he’s 
the right man for the job.  Culp points out that Inslee has given himself a pay raise and is out for himself. 
Inselee believes his responses to COVID-19 have been on point and thinks his health care policies are 
excellent.  
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ISSUE:   BOOK / MENTAL HEALTH 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
October 25th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
14:10 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Annie Duke / Former Pro Poker Player and author and public speaker. KXL’s Brett Reckamp goes 
in-depth with Annie about her new book:  How to Decide, Simple Tools for Making Better Choices. 
Annie has won millions of dollars at the poker table and has taken her quick decision making skills to the 
next level.  She now talks with companies and groups about how they can make better decisions in all 
things - big and small.  We also tie in Annie’s decision making abilities to help people vote. 

 

ISSUE:  CRIME / RIOTS 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 1st, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
11:45 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Father Tom Goha / Pastor St. Andre Bessette on West Burnside. KXL’s Jim Ferretti hears first 
hand about some damage that was done to the church by rioters.  People who were protesting turned ugly 
and ended up smashing windows, and breaking all kinds of things at the church.  Father Goha says these 
events will stop them from doing their usual, daily ministry like feeding the poor and providing assistance 
to homeless people. 

 

ISSUE:   LOCAL / WINNING MAYORAL RACE 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 1st, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
12:19 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Lacey Beaty / Beaverton Mayor Elect. KXL’s Brett Reckamp gets the very first interview from 
Lacey Beaty after her somewhat surprising victory over longtime Beaverton Mayor Denny Doyle.  Lacey 
says she ran what she considered a communication style campaign.  She says in this time of Covid, she 
had to use other ways to reach potential voters.  Beaty will take over for Denny who has been the mayor 
for the last 12 years.  The City of Beaverton is also moving from a regular strong mayor style government 
to one with a city manager. 
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ISSUE:   ANIMAL CARE 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 1st, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
4:17 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Director of Animal care at the Oregon Coast Aquarium Jim Burke. KXL’s Justin McDonald hears 
from Jim after two people found two separate rare Olive Ridley sea turtles near LIncoln City.  Jim says 
both turtles were about the same size and age.  He has no idea if they are related, but the fact that they 
were found like that is curious.  The two turtles were each taken to the aquarium but died of hypothermia. 
He says marine biologists will continue to study the species and circumstances. 

 
ISSUE:    BUSINESS / RETAIL 
 
 KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

November 8th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
5:09 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Sara Skirboll, Retail Me Not Vice President of Communications. opic:  KXL’s Rosemary 
Reynolds hears from Sara about how many people are shopping online this year.  Sara says we are easily 
shattering records for a number of reasons.  Obviously, it’s the pandemic, but also Sara says shopper’s 
demographics are changing and some of the younger demo’s like Gen X & Millennials are doing a lot 
more shopping online. 
 
 
ISSUE:  SHOPPING / CRIME 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 8th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
7:11 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Jalesa Campbell, VP Safety Dot Com. KXL’s Brett Reckamp goes in-depth with Jalesa about how 
in this time of a pandemic, people are doing a lot more online shopping and that means the packages have 
to be delivered.  She has ways people can protect themselves from getting ripped off.  Things like home 
security systems, having items shipped to alternate locations or getting help from neighbors. 
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ISSUE: COMMUNITY 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 8th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
8:25 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Celebrity Chef Millie Peartree. KXL’s Blake Allen talks to Chef Millie about how she is trying to 
help people in her neighborhood of The Bronx, NY.  She is bonding with the community and feeding 
young people.  She also talks about ways people can make great dinners, even if they’re not with the 
normal family and friends because of the pandemic. 
 
 
ISSUE:     SPORTS / BUSINESS 
 
 KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

November 8th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
7:43 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Brandon Bowden / GM Spirit of 77 Sports Bar. KXL’s Jon Eric hears a plan from Brandon of how 
they hope to survive without any fans showing up for Blazer games for the foreseeable future.  He says 
just like everyone else, they’re trying to focus on takeout orders and hang in there.  He says they’ve 
already had to layoff staff and make changes to their hours.  Brandon says normally would be packed this 
time of year before and after every home game - their restaurant and bar is just a couple of blocks away 
from Moda Center. 
 
 
ISSUE:  LOCAL POLITICS  
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 15th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
5:01 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Gresham Mayor Elect Travis Stovall. KXL’s Brett Reckamp and Veronica Carter secure the first 
interview of Gresham Mayor Elect Travis Stovall after he wins a 5 person run-off.  The election had to 
extend well beyond the regular election day of November 3rd.  Stovall says he is ready to get to work on 
everything the city needs including plans for public safety, education, affordable housing and 
transportation.  
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ISSUE: AIRLINES / BUSINESS 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 15th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
3:18 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: CBS Transportation Editor Peter Greenburgh. KXL’s Annette Newell hears from Peter just 
moments after the breaking news that the FAA has allowed Boeing 737 MAX planes to start getting back 
up in the air again.  They have been grounded ever since two major crashes.  Peter talks about the relief 
that is coming for the leaders and employees at the Northwest based airline giant.  He says Boeing 
engineers have worked hard to identify and isolate the problems and are ready to move forward. 
 
 
 
ISSUE:     RECYCLING 
 
 KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

November 15th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
5:56 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Jeff Herman, Editor Lawn Starter. KXL’s Brett Reckamp hears from Jeff about why Oregon ranks 
2nd in the country in overall recycling.  Jeff says they took a look at 13 different metrics to come up with 
a rating that ranked our state 2nd; Vermont was #1.  Jeff also touches on why we need to rake leaves and 
dispose of them properly.  He says if we don’t they can breed insects and be bad for our lawns.  And, they 
talk about disposable masks and how too many are ending up on the ground instead of in the trash. 
 
 
 
ISSUE:  FOOD / ENTERTAINMENT  
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 15th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
7:46 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Jana Kramer & Mike Caussin / Celebrity Chefs. KXL’s Blake Allen talks with the couple who 
after they wrote a book called:  The Good Fight.  Jana is a country music singer and Mike is a former 
NFL football player.  The two now cook at home together and on television.  They have gone through a 
lot of problems in their personal lives that have played out in the public eye, but have made it through.  
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ISSUE:  TECHNOLOGY 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 15th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
3:29 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Brian Westbrook, KXL Tech Expert. KXL’s Brett Reckamp hears from Brian all about 5G.  Brian 
says it’s just the next step in cell phone networks - LTE, and 4G came before it - and he says new phones 
are coming equipped with it.  He says it also makes everything work better including apps, games, 
pictures, web browsing and phone calls - although it will take a while for all the new 5G networks to get 
up to speed. 
 
 
ISSUE:  MOVIES / ENTERTAINMENT 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 15th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
 3:06 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

  
Guest: Grae Drake / KXL Movie Critic. Grae gives her 2 latest reviews on the movies Chick Fight and 
Mank.  The first is a funny movie starring Alec Baldwin.  Mank is something quite a bit different.  Grae 
thinks the black and white film centering on the writer of the Orson Wells film Citizen Kane is different 
and very interesting. 
 
 
ISSUE:   HEALTH 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 22nd, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
15:36 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: CJ Bonneville, Heidi Bonneville. KXL’s Brett Reckamp gets the exclusive story from the 
Washington County family.  17-year-old CJ has Pectus Excavatum - it’s a condition that results in a 
sunken chest.  In rare cases like CJ - it can sink too far and cause organ damage.  CJ is dealing with heart 
damage and other issues and is fighting for his life.  He needs to gain more weight to be able to get a 
series of surgeries.  Heidi says the pandemic has also caused major setbacks for the family. 
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ISSUE:   BUSINESS / HOLIDAY 

 
KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 22nd, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
 5:53  minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Ryan Milly / Confidence Lighting. KXL’s Rosemary Reynolds talks to Ryan who says they are 
buried with orders for Christmas light installation jobs.  Ryan says this year more than ever, people seem 
to be able to afford to have someone hang their lights.  He wonders if it’s because of COVID, and how 
some people who are able to work from home have some extra income.  It’s also a good way to celebrate 
the holiday without having contact. 

 
ISSUE: DONATIONS 

 
KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 22nd, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
6:28 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Major Bob Lloyd / Portland Metro Salvation Army. KXL’s Brett Reckamp speaks with Major Bob 
about how this year is probably the toughest ever for the longtime charity.  He says hosting red kettles in 
person isn’t always safe, so they have invented some new ways to allow people to donate like with Apple 
Pay, Alexa etc.  We also learn a little about Major Bob who has been living a life of service for decades. 
 
 
ISSUE:   SAFETY 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 29th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
11:23 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest:  Judi Croft / Safety Services Manager for SAIF. KXL’s Brett Reckamp hears from Judi about all 
the new ways employers are having to think about keeping people safe at work during the pandemic.  She 
says they are really focusing on small businesses right now.  Judi says while slips, trips and falls remain 
the #1 workplace claim, the biggest concern at the moment is about dealing with not only preventing 
outbreaks of Coronavirus, but also treating employees and dealing with things once a case does come up. 
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ISSUE: MENTAL HEALTH 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 29th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
5:37 minutes of a: 30 minute show  

 
Guest:  Paul Jean Freedo / Mental Health America CEO. KXl’s Annette Newell hears about how badly 
people - especially frontline workers are suffering right now.  Paul says there are thousands of nurses and 
doctors and ER attendants around the country who are at the end of their rope not only physically, but 
mentally.  He says they’re working long hours but also seeing too much death and pain.  Paul offers a 
number of tips to help people try and get through this. 

 
 
ISSUE:  ENTERTAINMENT  
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
November 29th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
10:20 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Ed Ferrero / Attorney & President Festa Italiana. KXL’s Brett Reckamp gets a history lesson about 
the 30th annual event from Ed.  The Festa Italiana has been going on at Pioneer Square for 30 years.  The 
pandemic has forced them to move it to Oak’s Park this summer.  Meanwhile, Ed says the organization is 
struggling to hold everything together.  They have put together an online auction and event with the 
Portland Opera to try and raise money and attract more people to the organization.  Ed says you don’t 
have to be Italian to be a part of Festa Italiana. 
 
 
ISSUE: FUNDRAISING / COMMUNITY 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
December 6th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
9:33 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest:  Major Bob Lloyd / Cascade Division Salvation Army. KXL’s Brett Reckamp hears more from 
Major Bob about their campaign to try and raise money for their program during a tough time like 2020. 
Major Bob says the pandemic has wiped out thousands of their red kettles which is their #1 fundraising 
event of the year.  Major Bob tells Brett a number of different stories about kids who are so excited when 
they actually get something for Christmas.  And parents who are having to make tough choices between 
food and rent versus gifts for their kids.  
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ISSUE: REAL ESTATE 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
December 6th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
19:13 minutes of a: 30 minute show  

 
Guest: Rick Sadle / Sadle Home Selling Team Keller Williams. KXL’s Brett Reckamp goes in-depth with 
KXL Real Estate Agent Rick on all things buying and selling.  Rick talks about how tight the housing 
market is right now and how difficult it can be to find a good home for the right price.  Rick says it’s also 
a lot easier said than done when it comes to getting the most out of your house on the sell side. 
 
 
ISSUE: SPORTS 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
December 13th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
7:12 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

  
Guest: John Canzano / BTH Host 750 The Game. KXL’s Brett Reckamp visits with John on a day the 
Supreme Court of the United States decides to take up a potential landmark case of amateur athletics. 
They will decide whether college athletes have the right to negotiate their own endorsement deals and still 
keep their amateur status.  Canzano says this will be huge for both Oregon and Oregon State - especially 
with Nike & Adidas having headquarters here in the Portland area.  
 
 
ISSUE:   TRAVEL 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
December 13th , 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
8:08 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guests: Marie Dodds / AAA Oregon, Idaho Director of Government & Public Affairs. KXL’s Brett 
Reckamp hears from Marie about this year’s travel forecast which is expected to be at least down 29% 
compared to last year.  Marie says about 75% of Americans do not plan to travel this year for obvious 
reasons during the pandemic.  She says they also changed the metrics they normally use to measure 
holiday travel.  Normally, they only count trips of 50 miles or more from home as actual “travel” - this 
year, AAA says they are counting holiday travel if someone who lives in the suburbs decides they want to 
stay a night in downtown Portland. 
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ISSUE:  RECYCLING 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
December 13th, 2020  
5am to 5:30am 
13:20 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guests: Peggy LaPoint / KINK host, Metro employee and Alpha Recycling Director. KXL’s Brett 
Reckamp and Peggy talk all about getting ready for Christmas from a recycling standpoint.  Peggy calls it 
Precycling.  It’s a matter of thinking about waste before you buy things.  Peggy also talks about not only 
packaging, but gifts themselves.  She gives insight on local drop-off sites for styrofoam and other 
materials you may not know how to handle. 

 

ISSUE: BUSINESS 
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
December 20th, 2020  
5am to 5:30am 
27:57 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Dale Emmanuel / Director of Communications for Goodwill. KXL’s Brett Reckamp goes in-depth 
with Dale as they wrap up a year like no other.  Dale says they were forced to shut down and lay off 
thousands of employees because of the pandemic.  She says they have since brought back some 2,000 
employees at their over 50 locations throughout the Northwest.  Dale says they have taken their online 
presence to a new level during this time of Covid.  She highlights several of the features including their 
book club which allows people to buy books at Goodwill locations in cities around the country.  Dale 
talks about not only the dropping off process that happens at Goodwill, but also how they work to help 
people in need learn skills to get back into the workforce.  

 
 
ISSUE: BOOKS / COMEDY  
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
December 27th, 2020  
5am to 5:30am 
6:30 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guests: James Murray / Host TLC’s Impractical Jokers. KXL’s Blake Allen interviews James “Murr” 
Murray after his new book “Don’t Move” - The book covers a lot of ground.  Murr says he writes about 
comedy with a thriller aspect and even talks about pet adoption.  
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ISSUE:  COMMUNITY / GRANTS 

 
KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
December 27th, 2020  
5am to 5:30am 
3:40 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: Paul Lumley / Executive Director of the native american youth and family center in Portland. 
KXL’s Annette Newell gets a report about a $5,000 grant the center has just received.  Paul talks about 
how they are helping feed people from their campus in NE Portland - but now they are having to cook 
food at that facility and bring them to people.  He says the native population is getting Covid at a very 
high rate.  

 

ISSUE:  ENTERTAINMENT / MOVIES 

 
KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
December 27th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
3:18 minutes of a: 30 minute show  

 
Guest: Grae Drake / Movie Critic. KXL’s Brett Reckamp gets the last 2 movie reviews of the year from 
Grae on two big, blockbuster films - Wonder Woman 1984 is the biggest.  Grae says they have been 
working on this movie all year but have had to delay it’s release many times because of Covid. 
 
 
 
ISSUE:  LOCAL POLITICS  
 

KUPL (FM)   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
December 27th, 2020 
5am to 5:30am 
10:49 minutes of a: 30 minute show 

 
Guest: OR Senators Peter Kotek, Herman Baertschinger, Arnie Roblan. KXL microphones are rolling as 
the Oregon Senate led by President Courtney all say thank you and goodbye to everyone as they end their 
time in the state legislature.  Senator Courtney personally thanks all of his colleagues for a million 
memories.  Other senators are leaving for different reasons - either retiring or moving on to other careers. 
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